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Springer Nature and the Council of Australian University Librarians (CAUL)  
announce new partnership 

Agreement is a significant milestone as Australia and New Zealand seek to transition to full OA and 
will be Australia’s largest Transformative Agreement to date 

 
Following Springer Nature’s successful transformative agreements (TAs) in Europe and North America, 
the company is pleased to announce its first TA in the Asia-Pacific region.  The agreement with the 
Council of Australian University Librarians (CAUL) will give members of the CAUL consortium the ability 
to publish their research open access (OA) in over 2000 journals1, making it CAUL’s largest TA to date.  
 
The framework has been agreed at consortium level with all 47 member universities across Australia 
and New Zealand plus seven external institutions participating.  With the agreement seeing over 3,300 
articles a year published full ‘gold’ OA it will significantly increase the amount of Australian and New 
Zealand-funded research published by Springer Nature2 that is immediately available to all from the 
point of publication, thereby increasing its global reach and impact.  
 
In addition, as part of the agreement researchers at these institutions will be able to read, use and reuse 
research published in over 2000 Springer Nature journals across the Springer, Palgrave Macmillan and 
Adis portfolios and in the Academic Journals on nature.com.  
 
Commenting, Carolyn Honour, Chief Commercial Officer at Springer Nature, said:  

“We are delighted that CAUL, following our long history of collaboration, has chosen to partner with us 
on this deal and are proud to be able to support Australia and New Zealand on their open access 
journey.  We know from experience the truly transformational effect these agreements can have with 
our existing deals seeing entire countries' research output being ‘flipped’ from being subscription access 
to being immediately available to all. Not only is this final published version what researchers want to 
use, but when published full OA it provides authors with greater impact, use and reach for their 

 
1 The agreement covers OA publishing in the hybrid portfolios of Springer, Adis, Palgrave Macmillan and 
Academic Journals on nature.com 
2 In 2020 192 Gold OA articles from participating CAUL members were published Open Choice in the hybrid 
portfolios of Springer, Adis, Palgrave and Academic Journals on nature.com 
  

http://nature.com/


research. It is great that more Australian and New Zealand authors will now be able to see these 
benefits and have their work more globally accessible. 

“We hope other institutions and funders will work with CAUL and us on a wider agreement so that these 
benefits can be felt by all researchers in the region.  This is important because by “opening up” all 
outputs of research (data, code, protocols and methods, early versions of research via preprints, and of 
course the final published version of record via open access publishing), the prize waiting for us is a 
faster and more effective research system, delivering benefits like vaccines and solutions to global 
challenges for the whole world.” 

Bob Gerrity, CAUL Board Director with oversight of the Content Procurement Service said: 

“The Agreement with Springer Nature is a significant milestone in CAUL’s journey to providing greater 
open access. The uptake of this agreement by all Australian and New Zealand universities as well as 
many research and government libraries, shows the strong desire to make locally produced research 
openly accessible to a global audience. The breadth of titles across many Springer Nature imprints and 
subject areas will greatly increase the volume of articles published open access. Having the agreement 
meet many of CAUL’s 2022 Agreement Principles has made the decision to participate far easier for 
members and offers pathways to future sustainability.”   

ENDS 

About CAUL 

The Council of Australian University Librarians (CAUL) is the peak leadership organisation for university 
libraries in Australia. CAUL members are the University Librarians or equivalent of the 39 institutions 
that have representation on Universities Australia and the 8 members of the Council of New Zealand 
University Librarians (CONZUL). CAUL makes a significant contribution to higher education strategy, 
policy and outcomes through a commitment to a shared purpose: To transform how people experience 
knowledge – how it can be discovered, used and shared. CAUL’s vision is that society is transformed 
through the power of research, teaching and learning. University libraries are essential knowledge and 
information infrastructures that enable student achievement and research excellence. www.caul.edu.au 

About Springer Nature 

For over 175 years Springer Nature has been advancing discovery by providing the best possible service 
to the whole research community. We help researchers uncover new ideas, make sure all the research 
we publish is significant, robust and stands up to objective scrutiny, that it reaches all relevant audiences 
in the best possible format, and can be discovered, accessed, used, re-used and shared. We support 
librarians and institutions with innovations in technology and data; and provide quality publishing 
support to societies.  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.caul.edu.au&d=DwMFAg&c=vh6FgFnduejNhPPD0fl_yRaSfZy8CWbWnIf4XJhSqx8&r=XvGs4FqBzXTihXDzgHhtNdYLuT_bqE5D-rb4NUWceuk&m=U7XBxq7D8fPBpeTTZkx4YLxQ6CKh9tNANsFPHwcgvrjK4hlSrlz36AFJxqC5L3Hv&s=LcNc7INMVVHuxVsbFvMeb0CH0Y1KZcVVAjEy6DQ_0hY&e=
http://www.caul.edu.au/


As a research publisher, Springer Nature is home to trusted brands including Springer, Nature Portfolio, 
BMC, Palgrave Macmillan and Scientific American. For more information, please visit 
springernature.com and @SpringerNature 
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